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posed to what is the current teaching as to the nature of
malaria. "Brought face to face with endemic malarious
disease in all its forms," says Mr. Oldham, "I found it im-

possible, under any of the usually accepted theories, to
account satisfactorily for many of the phenomena attending
its production. I set myself, therefore, to find out some-
thing definite as to its nature and origin. After much

careful inquiry, I arrived at the conclusion that malaria, as
a specific poison, does not exist. Further, I became con-
vinced that the diseases usually attributed to ’malarious
influence’ are caused by chill, or, in other words, by the
sudden abstraction of heat; and the more closely the cir-
cumstances connected with the development of these dis-
orders were inquired into, the more firmly did this con-
viction become established."
Of course, in the limited space at our disposal, it is im-

possible to enter into a critical examination of the value to
be attached to the facts and arguments adduced by the
author in support of his views. He has evidently been at
great pains to collect and arrange his information. While
we give him credit for the scientific spirit in which he has
conducted his inquiry, we are bound to state that he has
not by any means satisfied us as to the correctness of his
conclusions. The effects of a "chill" may in some degree
mimic those of malaria, or render the latter active; but
a great many difficulties must be overcome before we can
adopt a "malarious influence" and a "chill" as conterminous
expressions. Whether it be correct to speak of malaria as
a "poison" we do not pretend to say. Mr. Oldham, so long
as he is destructive in his views, advances much that is

forcible; but he appears to us to fail when he com-

mences the constructive part of his theory. As far as

our inquiries extend, we should say that patients have
again and again contracted malarious fever who have not
been aware of having suffered from, or been exposed to,
any chill; and the converse is likewise true, that persons
residing in hot climates have been so exposed without having
contracted ague. Although recurrent attacks of fever con-
stantly arise from exposure to cold, the paroxysms will often
recur without any obvious cause whatever. Why should
New Zealand be free from malaria ? There is plenty of un-
drained, uncultivated soil, of moisture, and a considerable
thermometrical range; and yet the fact is that troops
actually lost in that country the symptoms of the ague they
had contracted in India, although, during the New Zealand
war, they bivouacked and slept on the ground with no
other protection from the soil beneath them than what
was afforded by ferns they had cut down to serve them as
bedding.

Dr. Alexander Smith tells us, in a Sanitary Report just
published, that "in the middle of the year 1869 several
working parties, composed chiefly of men who had been
the most debilitated by service in the plains, were employed
in road-making in various parts of the hills, but chiefly
near Murree and Dalhousie, at elevations varying from six
thousand to eight thousand feet above the sea level. They
were often much exposed to wet and stormy weather, and
frequently found it difficult to keep even their bedding dry,
owing to leakage from the roofs of the huts in which they
lived. But, with the exception, perhaps, of those of the
25th Regiment, who were in a very low state of health
from fevers which had been very prevalent among them
previous to their leaving the plains, and who after arrival
in the hills suffered much from ague, the men of the

working parties generally improved greatly in health
and condition, notwithstanding these disadvantages. It

was remarked also that, on their rejoining their corps,
the men of the working parties in a great measure

escaped the agues from which their comrades who had re-

mained in the plains were, in most parts of the Punjab,
suffering when the former returned to cantonments."
Then, again, how are we to explain the very diverse

effects of localities even bordering on one another a
Planters living at Ootacamund on descending to the

plains take large quantities of quinine for consumption
during their visit. In 1843 almost all the soldiers and
officers who went to Scinde contracted intermittent fever,
which commonly induced or was followed by dysentery;
while intermittent in other places is attended or followed by
splenic enlargement. Besides the chronometry,which formsso’
wonderful a feature in this disease, we must not forget that
the aguish cause, be it what it may, gives rise to numerous
forms of nerve pain, to functional and even structural dis-
orders of the internal organs, and to peculiar morbid changes
in the tissues, all of which scarcely seem to us explicable on
the hypothesis put forward by Mr. Oldham. If the account
be correct, moreover, of an occurrence that took place several
years ago-and it formed the subject of investigation by
the French Government, if we remember aright-of the
effect of some water, taken from a marsh, on the troops
aboard a ship bound for a port in France, in inducing ma-
larious fever in all who partook of it, there does not seem
much room for doubt that there was suspended or dissolved
in the water a " something" that caused the diseases under
which the men suffered. The effect of the occupation of
upper-storied barracks and of the upper rooms of a house in
protecting against malaria, does not seem easily explained
on the ‘&deg; chill" hypothesis.

THE NAVAL MEDICAL SERVICE OF THE
UNITED STATES.

IT will interest our naval brethren to know that the
medical branch of the United States navy is to be reor

ganised under a statute of the Senate and Congress. The
main features of the change will be as follows :-The chief
of the department is to hold office for four years, with the
same compensation as other chiefs of bureaux of the navy.
The staff under him is to consist of-

Promotion from grade to grade to be "in the order of
official seniority."
No officer on this staff can exercise any command or

authority, by virtue of his rank, except over the medical
staff, or those placed under the control of the medical
department.
The principal medical officer in loco is to arrange the

medical duties, and to detail the medical officers to those
duties, under approval of the officer in command; he is to
have sanitary surveillance of the officers and men, and the’
inspection of the medical department of each vessel and of
all temporary camps and hospitals within the command"
and to be responsible for the due supply of medical stores.
In all ships and hospitals the inferior medical duties are to
be performed by "medical cadets," who have passed 11 an
examination in all the duties of apothecaries and dispensers,"
with the rank, pay, and emoluments of midshipman; these,
after two years’ service at sea, or four years’ ashore, are to
be admissible with other candidates to the competitive
examinations for assistant-surgeon. Medical officers when
retired or reserved (on half-pay), are to have the same rank
as medical officers of the same date of commission on the
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active list, and the same pay and emoluments as retired or
reserved officers of the line of equal rank.
These are the main features of the statute, and, as the

Act was drawn up by the medical staff, we have confidence
of its being adapted to the professional state on that side
of the Atlantic. One great difference from ourselves is
marked-viz., that the law admits with us of’the employ-
ment of none but registered practitioners, but this not being
so in the United States, an inferior medical staff of " cadets"
is there allowed to be created, who will probably not con-

tinue in the service, but who, by performing the subordinate
medical duties, will take pressure off the upper grades. To
effect the same thing legally in our navy, it has been pro-
posed by Dr. Brown to grant a temporary commuted half-
pay to young medical officers after ten years’ service.

It Is evident that in both navies the dearth of qualified
candidates is much felt, and it would seem that the causes
are alike in both-dissatisfaction with the naval atmosphere,
wherein one race of officers alone develops to perfection
and enjoys social health. A prominent cause of this ap-
pears to be, that among the Anglo-Saxon Sea-kings there
is a long-cherished traditional policy of repression of me-
dical men, by linking all so-called civilian officers in one
category, as if entitled to the same amount of con-

sideration, whatever their calling. The mainspring of
this incongruity is, however, the mistaken notion that
rank and command are convertible and inseparable, while
one is a property. and the other a function. This
phantasm has kept the military services in commotion
from the early part of this century. In the armies of both
nations it is extinct, and when in ours purchase can no
longer influence position and career, professional merit of
every kind will find its level, and our Larreys will stand at
the right hand of the highest authority. In our navy the
phantasm was dissipated twelve years ago ; but the na-
tural results, the equalisation of emoluments of office, and
the other rewards of service for equality of ranks, on which
we have to congratulate our friends in the United States
navy, have not been fixed, as with them, by an Act of Par-
liament.
We heartily congratulate the profession in the States,

but knowing that the interpretation of the law still rests
with those who may feel aggi ieved at their defeat, we could
wish that identical terms had been employed in the army
and navy statutes to secure the same rank in each, as that
would have precluded the temptation to conceive that the
Legislature had purposely left room for different construc-
tions of social rank in the sister services. We say this from
knowledge of the discord concerning the complements of
rank that has reduced our naval service to its present in-
efficiency, notwithstanding many excellent palliative mea-
sures, and we would advise the U.S. naval authorities to be
forewarned by our experience, and to avoid falling into the
same position.

CHOLERA IN RUSSIA.

NEws from St. Petersburg, dated the 5th instant, state
that while the outbreak of cholera has diminished in

intensity of prevalence in that capital, the disease has ap-
peared in other parts of the empire. Several cases had

occurred in Moscow (the dates not being given), and scat-
tered instances had taken place at different localities along
the lines of railway communicating with St. Petersburg.
On March 16th an officer died from the epidemic at Cron-
stadt, who had recently arrived in that town from St.

Petersburg, and four other cases had subsequently oc-

curred. On the 25th March eight cases and two deaths
were reported among conscripts who had travelled by the
Nicholas line of railway (from St. Petersburg ?) to Zar-
etchie and Vyschni-Volotchok on the 18th. One of the
deaths took place at the former place, and the other at the
latter; and four conscripts died of the epidemic in the
military hospital at Tver. On the 25th also a conscript
was seized with rapidly fatal cholera at Pskow, where
he had arrived from St. Petersburg on the 18th. On the
1st April the Governor of Novogorod reported that six cases
of cholera had occurred, two of which had proved fatal, at
the railway stations of Lioubane and Verebia ; and that,

to meet the contingency of cases taking place in railway
stations, measures had been adopted for the immediate es-
tablishment at the Lioubane, Malaia-Vischera, Okoulooka,
and Bologoe stations, on the Nicholas railway, of ambulances,
each with six beds, and having a physician and assistant
attached.

It is not stated in the reports whether the whole of the
cases occurred among the conscripts journeying from St.
Petersburg, or, indeed, among persons who had recently
left that city: and no connexion is intimated between
the outbreak in Moscow and that in the first mentioned
city.
The further reports from St. Petersburg confirm previous

statements of the epidemic there having chiefly prevailed
among the working and indigent classes who at the time
were suffering from unwholesome food; and arrangements
had been made for the daily distribution of provisions of good
quality at a low price. The distributions were to commence
on April 9th, from nine of the police stations; but the num-
ber of distributions was to be limited-namely, at three of
the stations to 100 persons, at one to 80, and the remainder
to 60 persons. The distributions were to consist of a portion
of soup, half a pound of meat, half a pound of groats with
butter (gruau au beurre), and two pounds of rye-bread, the
whole at a cost of ten copecs. Orders to receive a distribu-
tion at the price stated are to be issued from the police-
stations ; the whole regulation of the measures, medical
and otherwise, for the control of the epidemic, being made
part of the duty of the police of the city.
The following are the official returns of the progress of

the epidemic in St. Petersburg from the 21st of March to.
2nd of April :-

The total number of cases of cholera, recoveries, and
deaths from the commencement of the epidemic in St.
Petersburg on the 29th of August, 1870, to the 3rd of Aprils
1871, is as follows :-

New Invention.
YOUNG’S PATENT POISON CABINET.

THIS is one of the simplest, most ingenious, and best
contrivances we have seen for some time. It is designed
for the safe storage and dispensing of poisons ; in fact, if
the cabinet comes into general use it ought practically to
put an end to all cases of accidental poisoning arising
through the dispensing of the wrong article. Each bottle
is kept securely fastened in its place, and can only be re-
moved by adjusting an indicator which slides easily under
the front edge of the shelf to a point labelled the same as
the bottle required. For instance, should " strychnia " be
required, we have only to slide the index to the point bearing
that label on the edge of the shelf (not directly under the
strychnia bottle) to liberate the vessel containing that drug,
the other bottles remaining fast and incapable of being re-
moved. The arrangement, moreover, is such that, although
the bottles on each shelf-are of the same size and shape (or-
dinary bottles), it is impossible to place any one of them
on any part of the shelf except that assigned to it.


